
The BC Numbering System, based on 1960-61 CDC Records and 1961 Local 

Registrar Verna Lee 
 

According to HI statute that carried over from territorial times, (see Exhibit A) the CDC was allowed to 

receive certified copies of vital records as long as it cost the state nothing to provide them. Each month 

(see Exhibit B) Hawaii sent in microfilms to the CDC (see Exhibit C) of ALL BC’s collected (See Exhibit D). 

The BC’s were sorted by place of birth (not place of residence; that was a different item on the 

punchcard)) so that all the BC’s for births in a particular geographic area were put together (see Exhibit 

H), with the counties (not the BC’s) appearing in alphabetical order and the incorporated cities within 

that county in alphabetical order (See Exhibits F and G). On the microfilm, a cover sheet (“target”) 

preceded each geographic area, to label that geographic area.  (See Exhibit H) 

 

 So a cover sheet labeling the first geographic area (Hawaii County – city of Hilo) was microfilmed first, 

followed by the BC’s for children born in Hilo. Then a cover sheet introduced the second geographic area 

(Hawaii County – unincorporated areas), followed by the BC’s for children born there. Then the cover 

sheet for the 3rd area (County of Honolulu - city of Honolulu), followed by the BC’s for Honolulu births. 

Then the cover sheet for the 4th area (County of Honolulu – outside city limits) followed by those BC’s. 

Etc.  

 

CDC workers (see Exhibit C) converted the information from HI BC’s (and other states’) into codes that 

were then punched onto a card so that a card reader could tabulate the information from huge numbers 

of BC’s. One of the purposes for having the BC’s arranged as noted above was so that the code for the 

geographic area would not have to be manually punched onto the punchcard for each BC but could 

instead be just duplicated in all of the BC’s for that geographic area (see Exhibit H: “Punch this code in 

the card for the first certificate and duplicate for the remainder of the area”). 

 

The CDC’s description of the microfilms tells us how BC’s were numbered, because BC’s on the microfilm 

were also in BC# order (See Exhibit E) In order to have the BC’s microfilmed in BC# order and still have 

the geographic areas in the right order for the CDC, the BC’s had to be deliberately put in that order 

before being numbered. BC’s for each geographic area had to be collected and kept all month in that 

region’s own bundle (or “batch”), then the batches put in the order for the CDC, and then the BC#’s 

stamped serially and the BC’s microfilmed in that order. For Honolulu County (Oahu) that meant keeping 

the births within Honolulu city limits separate from all the other births on Oahu. For Hawaii County that 

meant keeping the births within Hilo city limits separate from all the other births on the island. The 

other counties/islands only had one geographic area so they kept them all together.  

 

State law required births to be reported to a local registrar (almost always by a hospital) within a week. 

Registrars from outlying islands were required to send to the state registrar all the BC’s they had in their 

office on the 4th of the month.  As of 1955 there were 4 local registrars. As then-Bureau of Health 

Director Charles Bennett said in an article posted at http://www.wnd.com/files/CHARLESBENNETT.pdf : 

  

"A local registrar in each county is responsible for supervising the registration system within his 

area and for collecting and forwarding certificates to the Bureau of Health Statistics. In the 

counties of Hawaii, Kauai, and Maui the county health officer acts as the local registrar; in 

Honolulu the local health registrar is a full-time employee within the Bureau of Health Statistics.  



Beginning in 1901, government physicians served as local registrars. In 1950, a change was 

made to county health officers and the Bureau of Health Statistics' employee on Oahu, thereby 

reducing the number of registrars from 35 to four. Since the central office can deal more easily 

with four officials than with a larger number, this reduction greatly simplified administration of the 

system. With present-day communication facilities, the reduction in number of registrars does not 

inconvenience the public. " 

Unless something changed between 1955 and 1961, Verna K. L. Lee – the local registrar whose signature 

appears on several BC’s including Obama’s - was the only local registrar on Oahu in 1961 (although one 

BC appears online with a military official signing as a “deputy local registrar” so there may have been 

other arrangements as well). She was a full-time employee of the “Bureau” (now DOH). So she had the 

responsibility of collecting Oahu’s BC’s and processing them at the county level, as all the county 

registrars did. This included making copies of them, as evidenced by the DOH Records Retention 

Schedule including copies of vital records made by local registrars (See Exhibit K). Unlike the actual 

originals, those COPIES may have been alphabetized and/or numbered as an index so records could be 

easily located within their office; see Exhibit I. Local registrars may also have coded the BC’s to create 

punchcards for state statistical analysis. (See Exhibits J and A).  There is only one “current registrations 

unit” at the HDOH (according to the HDOH Retention Schedule; see Exhibit K), and that unit handled the 

transmittal sheet for the microfilms sent to the CDC, so it seems that Verna Lee would have also been in 

charge of that. 

 

Jerome Corsi  taped an interview with Verna Lee. Cold Case Posse Commander Mike Zullo reported (see 

Exhibit L) that Mrs. Lee said the BC’s from each of the regions/batches were put in chronological order 

by the date/time of birth as they came in, and at the end of the month the BC’s were numbered by 

regions/batches. This fits what we know from the CDC’s documents describing how the microfilms from 

Hawaii were organized.  

 

 

“Public Health Regulations”, Chapter 8b, contains the Administrative Rules in effect right now, approved 

in 1976. At one point state registrar’s “official acceptance” of a vital record and the “assignment of a 

state file number” are used interchangeably (see Exhibit M). Oahu BC’s are marked as being accepted by 

the local registrar and accepted by the state registrar on the same day. As long as BC’s were collected 

for a month before being numbered, “Accepted by State Registrar” cannot mean the same thing as the 

date that the BC is given a state file number.  This suggests that the OFFICIAL acceptance of the record is 

when the BC is assigned a state file number; the “Date Accepted by State Registrar” on the BC is simply 

when the document was received at the state registrar’s office. 

 

What the rules may be saying is that once a vital record is given a state file number, it can only be 

amended through a formal procedure. Until that time – during that month of waiting for the rest of the 

month’s BC’s to come in - the local registrar could check out information with the hospital or doctor and 

switch things if something was reported wrongly without requiring a formal amendment, but after the 

state BC# was given (shortly after which the record would be microfilmed for the CDC) it had to be 

amended formally. Once the BC was numbered it went from the “current registrations” to the “certified 

copies” unit and could no longer be corrected through the use of strike-outs and initials. 

 



HDOH Communications Director Janice Okubo said that the “Date Accepted by State Registrar” means 

the day the record was received at a DOH office (on any of the islands), and “Date Filed by State 

Registrar” is the day it was given a state file number (See Exhibit N), and that the 2 days were usually the 

same thing on Oahu. The BC’s in 1961 used “Date Accepted by LOCAL Registrar” and “Date Accepted by 

State Registrar”, and those 2 were the same dates for Oahu BC’s because the local registrar for Oahu 

was also an employee working at the state registrar’s office. In 1978 the terminology was “Date 

Received by Local Registrar” and “Date Accepted by State Registrar”, and the dates were also the same 

for Oahu BC’s. However, none of those dates were the date that the BC was given a state file number, 

based on how the BC’s were numbered for the sake of the CDC. And none of the dates listed on COLB’s 

as “date filed” can actually be the date that they were numbered.  

 

The most that is reported on the COLB’s is when the BC was received at either the local registrar’s office 

or the state registrar’s office - not a date when the BC was “officially accepted” (numbered). 

 

Summary: Each month the local registrars kept the BC’s for births from each of the CDC’s geographic 

areas for Hawaii in their own region/batch and put into chronological order according to the time of 

birth. On the 4
th

 of the month the outlying islands mailed all the BC’s in their office to the state 

registrar. When those BC’s were received at the state registrar’s office, all the state’s BC’s for that 

month were placed in this order, numbered consecutively, and microfilmed for the CDC in BC# order 

with a cover sheet (“target”) between the different regions: 

 

1. Hilo, in chronological order 

2. The remainder of Hawaii County, in chronological order 

3. Honolulu, in chronological order 

4. The remainder of Honolulu County, in chronological order 

5. Kalawao County, in chronological order 

6. Kauai County, in chronological order 

7. Maui, in chronological order 

 

 

 

Exhibit A: Territorial Statute Governing Records to be sent to (what is now) the CDC 

(this whole document and its conversion to state code is posted at  

http://butterdezillion.wordpress.com/2010/02/24/1955-territorial-public-health-statistics-act/ ) 

 

57-17. Fees for certified copies and searches; transcripts for United States Public Health Service, 

National Office of Vital Statistics; certified copies for veterans and others. 

(a) The board shall prescribe the fees, if any, to be paid for certified copies of certificates except that 

in no case shall the total fee for a certified copy exceed $1, or for a search of the files and records 

when no certified copy is made; provided, that the registrar general shall furnish, free of charge, a 

certified copy of any of said records, or a certification of birth, to any veteran of the armed forces 

of the United States, his wife, any member of the immediate family of a veteran or the next of kin 

of a deceased veteran, when required for use in connection with a claim based on service in the 

Armed Forces of the United States. Subject to sections 57-19, 57-20 and 57-21, the United States 

Public Health Service, National Office of Vital Statistics, may obtain transcripts or, without 

payment of fees, certified copies, provided the Territory is put to no expense in connection 

therewith. 



(b) The registrar general shall keep an account of all fees collected and shall deposit them to the 

general fund of the Territory. (R. L. 1945, s.3100.18; add. L. 1949, c. 327, s.18; am. L. Sp. 1949, c. 

34, s.1.)  

 

<snip> 

 

57-21 Disclosure of records 

     <snip> 

(d) The board may permit the use of data contained in public health statistical records for research 

purposes only, but no identifying use thereof shall be made. 

(e) Subject to the provisions of this section, the board may direct local registrars to make a return, 

upon filing of birth, death and fetal death certificates with them, of certain data shown thereon to 

federal, state, territorial, county or municipal agencies. Payment by such agencies for such 

services may be made through the registrar general to local registrars as the board shall direct. (R. 

L. 1945, s. 3100.22; add. L. 1949, c. 327, s. 22.) 

 

 

Exhibit B: 

(Cover of manual and p. 4 of the Vital Statistics Instruction Manual for 1960, Part II, Section B; this is 

the manual that was in effect when the states collected BC’s for 1961 because the instructions for 

processing the 1961 vital records wasn’t finished until September of 1961. The CDC didn’t process the 

1961 BC’s until they were all in so those instructions were in time for the CDC processing of 1961 vital 

records, but the states collected BC’s according to the 1960 instructions. The 1961 instruction manual 

refers to geographic codes being on the cover sheets between geographic areas on the microfilm, and 

says that in the processing some of that information would be ignored. But the states still submitted 

the records using those codes and protocols from 1960) 

 



 



 
 

 

 

Exhibit C: Technical Appendix for CDC’s 1961 Natality Report 

(from  http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/vsus/vsus_1961_1.pdf ) 

 

SOURCES OF DATA 

          With the exceptions noted in the next paragraph, natality tabulations for 1961 are based on 

information obtained from microfilm copies of the original certificates. These copies were received from 

the registration offices of all States, certain cities, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin 

Islands. The statistical information on these records was edited, classified, placed on punchcards, and 

tabulated in the National Vital Statistics Division (NVSD). 

          The 1961 birth statistics for California, Georgia, Michigan, and New York City were produced by a 

somewhat different procedure. The vital statistics offices of these areas coded the information on their 

certificates according to the rules followed in NVSD. From punchcards prepared for their own use, they 

reproduced the information required for national tabulations on uniform punchcard forms. The 

reproduced cards were verified and tabulated with the cards for the other areas. 

 

           

Exhibit D: p. 38 of Vital Statistics Instruction Manual for 1960, Part II, Section B  

 



 
 

Exhibit E: Page 2 of Vital Statistics Instruction Manual for 1960, Part II, Section B , followed by excerpt 

from page 12 

 

: 

 

 
 

Below is from page 12. Based on this, it seems that the states which sent transcripts (Virgin Islands and 

Connecticut, based on Exhibit F) and/or the states with “special checklist arrangement peculiar to the 

state”  (Alaska and Illinois, based on Exhibit F) are most likely to have been the states that didn’t use 

state file numbers or had state file numbers that were not  in numerical sequence) 



 
 

 

Exhibit F: Page  9 of Vital Statistics Instruction Manual for 1960, Part II, Section B: 

 



 
 

Exhibit G: Title Page and Page 55 of Vital Statistics Instruction Manual 1960-61, Part II, Section C 

(found at http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/dvs/Inman_IIa.pdf ) This is the manual that gives geographic 

codes to be used when punching in locations for all the vital records 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Exhibit H: Page 41 of Vital Statistics Instruction Manual for 1960, Part II, Section B  

 

 

 

 

Exhibit I: Page from DOH Retention Schedule 

 



 
 

 

Exhibit J: Clip fromPage 5  from CDC’s 1961 Natality Report 

 

 



 
 

 

Exhibit K: DOH Retention Schedule 

 



 
 

 

Exhibit L: Partial Transcript of Cold Case Posse’s 2
nd

 Press Conference 

Transcribed by me from the video at http://atruthsoldier.wordpress.com/2012/07/18/full-press-

conference-sheriff-joe-arpaio-barack-obama-birth-certificate-july-17-2012/ 

 

An unofficial transcript of the entire press conference is viewable at 

http://www.scribd.com/doc/100808537/Unofficial-Transcript-of-the-MCCP-Press-Conference-July-17-

2012  

 

(transcription begins at 12:28) 

 

Mike Zullo: These codings we learned through our investigation, and then locating the mysterious U. K. 

Lee, which has plagued this thing for four years, where people were wondering who this is. We located 



Verna Lee. Verna Lee is 95 years old, amazingly sharp. We spoke with her and she confirms to us what 

I’m going to share with you now. 

 

Back in 1960, birth certificates would come in to the central location at the Department of Health in 

Hawaii. They would come in in what was known as regions or batches. Those documents were taken in. 

Those documents were then looked at by a human being. This is 1960, and they were coded by hand 

with numerals that meant something to the federal government. The federal government required this 

because they would take that coded information which is of a numeric value and they would use it on 

magnetic tape for their census records and, and other statistical records that they needed. This 

document would have been coded and then, according to Mrs. Lee, the document would have been 

rechecked by another employee of the Department of Health, then signed by the registrar, in this case 

what looks to be on this document, this should have been V. K. Lee, it’s U. K. Lee is what it looks like, 

signed by her. 

 

Then the documents were placed in a secured office where they were numbered in sequence using date 

of occurrence and/or time, whatever happened first. From a specific batch or specific location – 

Kapiolani Hospital, the county of Hawaii – that would be one batch. A regional office, an outlying island, 

would be a separate batch. Every one of these documents was coded the same way. 

 

At the end of the month these documents sitting in this office, secured in this office, were then 

numerically numbered by batch. And that’s important because they were consecutively numbered with 

a stamper that advanced itself one digit. The difference here is you could get a different sequence 

number depending on the batch. 

 

Exhibit M: “Public Health Regulations, Chapter 8b 

(taken from page 21 of the PDF at   

http://web.archive.org/web/20120119203810/http://gen.doh.hawaii.gov/sites/har/AdmRules1/8%2

08A%20B%20VR%20Admin%20Rules.pdf )) 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Exhibit N: Janice Okubo’s E-mail 

 

From: Okubo, Janice S. [mailto:janice.okubo@doh.hawaii.gov] 

Sent: Friday, January 29, 2010 2:46 PM 

To: (redacted) 

Cc: oip@hawaii.gov 

Subject: RE: UIPA request 

 Aloha Mr. (redacted), 

 It has been brought to my attention that although the department does not have any records 

responsive to your UIPA records request, a further explanation may be helpful.  

 Historically, the terms “Date accepted by the State Registrar” and “Date filed by the State 

Registrar” referred to the date a record was received in a Department of Health office (on the island of 

Oahu or on the neighbor islands of Kauai, Hawaii, Maui, Molokai, or Lanai), and the date a file number 

was placed on a record (only done in the main office located on the island of Oahu) respectively. 

 Historically, most often the “date accepted” and the “date filed” is the same date as the majority of 

births occur on Oahu (the island with the largest population in our state).  In the past, when births 

were recorded on paper they may have been accepted at a health office on a island other than Oahu, 

such as Kauai.  The paper record would then need to be sent to Oahu to have a file number placed on 

it, and the filed date would then be sometime later (as you know, the state of Hawaii is comprised of 

multiple islands with miles of water in between).  The electronic age has changed this process 

significantly, and it was determined some time ago that one date would suffice. 



Janice Okubo 

Hawaii State Department of Health 

 


